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GIVE THEM POETRY
Lee Bennett Hopkins
Mr. Hopkins has written both
children's books and professional
texts, including the BEST OF BOOK
BONANZA, recently published by
Holt, Rinehart and Winston.
Used by Permission of the Aut~or
Poetry works regardless of the
grade or age-level child with whom
you're working. Library shelves are
filled with both old and new
volumes of poems cozily intermingled. Volumes created by individual poets, general anthologies
containing a multitude of subjects,
and specific anthologies relating one
or several themes.
Children will find that poetry
helps them to enter worlds they
never thought possible. As they read
and re-read, their emotions will be
tossed and turned, occasionally
laughing outside, crying inside, and
wishing and wondering and pondering why they didn't come to
poetry a long, long time ago.
Boys and girls will meet '' oldtimers'' such as Christina Rossetti,
Emily Dickinson, Edna St. Vincent
Millay; they' 11 find the now voices
of Nikki Giovanni, David McCord,
and Myra Cohn Livingston; they'll
weave in and out of old-new voices,
too--poets who have been read by
generation after generation of
children and still speak to us today,
right now, as if their terse verse
were written last night--treasured
poets such as Langston Hughes, Carl
Sandburg, and Robert Frost.
Poetry should flow freely in our
children's lives; it should come to
them as naturally as breathing, for
nothing--no thing--can ring and rage
through minds and hearts as does
this body of literatu,re.
The poems you snare with ooys
and girls should be those you love;
they should fit you and your personality as snugly as a form-fitting
shirt or a pair of new shoes, because
the enthusiasm you have will show
through to children.

One reason why I am a piper of
poetry is because poetry is one
genre that can meet the interest and
ability of anyone, anywhere. Read a
poem or two every day to children.
Combine it with every subject matter. Before or after a mathematics
lesson, whether you a:re teaching 3 x
2, or the square root of X, read
aloud Carl Sandburg's wonderful
''Arithmetic'';
history
and
geography lessons can be enhanced
with such verse as David McCord' s
"Islands in Boston Harbor,"
Langston Hughes' "Daybreak in
Alabama,'' or Kay Starbird' s
"Idaho."
Story hours can contain poetry
moments, too. What could be better
than reading a book about snow, for
instance, perhaps a Caldecott
Award winning volume such as
THE BI9' SNOW by Berta and
Elmer Hader (Macmillan), WHITE
SNOW, BRIGHT SNOW by Alvin
Tresselt illustrated by Roger
Duvoisin (Lothrop), or Ezra Jack
Keats' THE SNOWY DAY (Viking),
then, afterwards, sharing Gwendolyn Brooks' "Cynthia in the
Snow." Kids will be introduced to a
Caldecott Award winner and a
Pulitzer Prize winner all tucked
wit~in a ten or fifteen minute time
period. How rich an experience this
is.
The ideas below nave been successfully used by me and many
colleagues across America to bring
poetry about naturally in class or
library programs. Through these I
have seen non-poetry lovers transformed into poetry ''freaks,"
grabbing and grasping poetry
volumes to read, remember, and
love.
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The idea of A POETRY JAR came
from a teacher in Las Vegas. At the
beginning of each week an object is
placed into a clear, glass jar.
Children then become poemhunters, seeking poetry mentioning
or describing the object. Objects
might be toy models of cars or
animals; _realia such as a leaf, a rock
or a flower; or sometimes a live
specimen such as an ant or a guppy.
Alongside the jar leave a pencil and
a pad of paper for those who want to
sit, observe, and create poems of
their own. At the end of the week a
POETRY HAPPENING can be
staged where children read aloud
their found selections.
Whet students' appetites with a
SPORTS IN POETRY bulletin board
display. A photo montage made
from pictures collected from
magazines and newspapers about a
specific sport, along with several
related poems, can be created. Encourage children to make individual ·
photo montages about a sport they
like and seek out a poem about the
sport. Some children might like to
write original poems.
Introducing a POET OF THE
MONTH can motivate children to
come to poetry. Use a bulletin board
and table-top display to . highlight
one particular poet. The bulletin
board can feature biographical information along with a selection of
the poet's work. If possible, a photo
of the poet should be included. The
table display can feature volumes of
the poet's work, and, if available, a
recording of a reading from his/her
works. Older girls and boys might
do research on the life of the poet
featured. Once this project gets underway it can be turned over to

monthly committees of children to
plan on their own.
At the beginning of each month,
encourage children to find poems
characteristic of that month. In October, for example, children might
find poems entitled ''October'';
poems about famous people born
during the month; poems reflecting
events that take place, such as
United Nations Day on October 25;
or a poem to celebrate one of the
most popular days--Halloween.
Time can be set aside each week for
children to read aloud the poems
they found and to tell why they
chose them. During the last week of
the month, the class can vote on
THE BEST POEM OF THE MONTH
a!ld select several runners-up. Winning selections can be kept in
shoebox poetry files that can serve
as a good place for children to find ·
favorite poems to read again and
again. The file can also be used from
year to year as an excellent resource
for future classes.
Through the use of such
techniques, children will soon learn
that poetry may or may not rhyme;
that it can be about anything--from
dinosaurs to space flights; that many
poems are short, easy-to-read; and
. sometimes, a few lines or stanzas
capsulized into a moment in time,
can have more effect on one's being
than an entire novel or an eternity
of one's thought might ever have.
Give children poetry. Give them a
life-long gift to both treasure and
thank you for.

KIDS' THINGS

The editors of the Michigan Reading Journal would like to publish particularly appealing
examples of children's art, writing, etc., that remind us of the poignancy and the joy of our
profession.
Details, including permission forms, can be obtained by writing to:
Kids' Things
c/o Dr. Peter L. Sanders
225 College of Education
Wayne State University
Detroit, MI 48202
Inquiries should be accompained by a stamped, self-addressed envelope.
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